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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Middle Automation QA Engineer
 

Київ,  
 

Компанія: Devtorium
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: не має значення
Досвід роботи: від двох років
Опис
вакансії
 

Project Description:

The project provides innovative enterprise software to fight corruption and fraud. The system consists of different user roles which
perform separate business purposes and have access to the special functionalities in accordance with permissions. The system is
used to create a request to the approval department for providing services for submitter (requester). The following services could be
requested: ‘Provide a Gift’, ‘Provide a Meal’, ‘Provide Support for Meeting Attendance or Travel’, ‘Engage a HCP or GO’ and ‘Provide
External Funding’. BaaS architecture, more specifically Parse library, is used on the Back-end side. Client part of this library is used
on Front-end side. With this library all work is carried out with entities and connecting to DB. Parse is considered as a middleware for
the express server.

Requirements:

3+ years of experience in AQA
Understanding of QA best practices and methodologies: test planning, test cases, bug tracking systems, and software
development life cycle
Clear understanding and experience of working by Agile/SCRUM development methodology
Experience in requirements analysis, estimates, identification of areas for automation, development of test metrics and
techniques to maximize testing efficiency and scalability
Expertise automation test framework development using Cypress
Experience in testing web applications, APIs (REST)
Experience in development, maintaining, and executing automated testing tools for functional, acceptance, integration,
regression, and system testing
Basic understanding of cloud based SaaS application architectures (AWS)
Good communication skills: good spoken and written English (Intermediate or Upper-Intermediate English level)
Working knowledge of AWS is a plus
Experience in building processes using build/source code tools such as GIT, Docker is a plus
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